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This following thesis is written as a case study of a proposed urban lifestyle center in Salt 
Lake City, Utah.  Union Pacific in 1998 issued a RFP for their 40-acre rail yard.  
Developers were invited to submit offers to purchase and develop the property. 
 
This thesis provides will seek to provide the reader a summary of the events and critical 
elements that go into a developer’s decision-making process.  The reader will be asked at 
the end of the thesis to analyze the materials and recommend a course of action.  The 
thesis seeks to explore real estate development topics such as, construction financing, 
private-public partnerships, market analyses, architecture/design, construction, finance, 




Authors Note:  Special thanks to The Boyer Company for their help and 
assistance in the preparation and use of materials for this case.  Names and figures have 
been altered for pedagogical purposes.  The conversations recorded in this document are 
fictitious and do not necessarily reflect the actual conversations, thoughts or opinions of 
The Boyer Company or its employees.   The purpose of this case study is not to critique 
or illustrate effective or ineffective decision making on the part of The Boyer Company.  
Rather, it is an attempt to illustrate the process and concepts likely to be encountered in 
real estate development projects.   
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On a warm sunny August day in Salt Lake City, Utah, you find yourself racing 
back to the office for a crucial meeting with the CEO of the company you work for.  As 
you race your hybrid Honda Civic down the canyon after a morning of rock climbing, 
you begin to think about what it is he wants to talk to you about.  As an outdoors 
enthusiast, you pray he is not going to come down on you too hard for your outdoor 
adventures during work hours.  As you approach the office you remind yourself that if 
you do get fired you need to ask for a severance package so you can afford to purchase 
your season ski pass, and hopefully a little formula for your new baby. 
For the past two years you have worked as a project manager for The Boyer 
Company, a privately owned real estate development company headquartered in Salt 
Lake City, Utah.  Started 30 years ago, The Boyer Company has developed over 1 billion 
dollars in retail, office, industrial, residential, and medical projects.  Over the past several 
months you have noticed a little buzz in the air as rumors of your company’s interest in a 
very large commercial project has been floating around.  As you sit down in your CEO’s 
office he begins to explain to you about what a great asset you have been to the company 
and how they would like to get you involved in bigger projects. 
“We have a new assignment for you, if you are interested” says Mike Caine, your 
CEO.  “As you may have heard, we have been busy pursuing a large mixed-use lifestyle 
center to be located in downtown Salt Lake City.   Our proposal is due in two weeks and 
we need your help in evaluating the financial feasibility of this project.   This project is 
very complex and has many moving pieces and it will require careful analysis on your 
part,” Mike says.  
As a relatively new employee of The Boyer Company, you are excited about this 
opportunity and you relish in the challenges it poses.  The thought of helping to 
determine if the newly proposed lifestyle center in the heart of Salt Lake City is worth 
your company’s investment in resources, money, and time is quite exciting.  Both Doug 
Smith and Peter Grant (managing partners of The Boyer Company) have been 
struggling with a very difficult decision as to whether or not, and under what 
circumstances, they should proceed on this project.  They are anxious to have a more 
thorough analysis done, you are told.  
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Mike begins to articulate to you the concerns Doug and Peter have regarding this 
project.  They can best be summarized as follows: (1) Is this project too risky given the 
existing and future market conditions?   (2) Is the opportunity cost in terms of time, 
effort, personnel, and capital too great to have committed in one project?  (3) By 
proceeding with this project, will The Boyer Company gain valuable experience that 
will enable them to extend their development reach around the country by duplicating 
this project in other blighted downtown’s around the country?  (4) Can the risks be 
quantified and what will happen to their return if the economy slows down or if interest 
rates rise? 
“To help you in your analysis, I have enclosed for your review, a summary of the 
essential elements of this project.  Please read the information below, as well as the 
attached exhibits, for a more detailed description of this newly proposed development,” 
Mike Says.   
 
HISTORY   
To the west of the current central business district (CBD) lies a vast swath of 
blighted industrial land that has been economically challenged for years.  In 1995, Salt 
Lake City (SLC) went through a massive masterplan and rezoning effort to redefine the 
CBD.  A major thrust of the new masterplan was the emphasis on limiting commercial 
growth to the already well-established eastside, while encouraging commercial growth to 
the dilapidated areas to the west.  As part of its duties, the Redevelopment Agency 
(RDA) of SLC was given the task of surveying and identifying areas within SLC, 
wherein future business growth could occur.  After two years of study and working with 
property owners and other public entities, the RDA identified 650 acres just to the west of 
the CBD that would be targeted for redevelopment.  
  This area, named the  “Gateway District” by the RDA, posed a significant 
dilemma for SLC officials.  The survey of the area revealed that 284 of the 359 parcels in 
the area had inadequate streets and utilities.1  Furthermore, the Gateway District is one of 
16 “brownfield showcase communities” designated by the Clinton Administration in 
                                                 
1Rebecca Walsh, “RDA Boss Outlines Costs of S.L. Gateway,” Salt Lake Tribune. 
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March of 1998 and the only one located in the intermountain west.2  Before revitalization 
can take place, the area’s streets, sidewalks and utilities would need to be significantly 
upgraded.  Furthermore, power lines need to be buried and proposed land for parks need 
to be reserved.  Total costs for these improvements are estimated to be $83 million.3  
RDA Director Alice Steiner, in a meeting before the City Council said, “the total cost is 
staggering.”4  For a city with many other pressing financial obligations this dollar figure 
is hard to swallow.  “We really need to think about the decisions we’re making.  Some of 
the things on our list may not be done if we transfer funds to the Gateway”5 said 
councilman Tom Rogan.  On the other hand, SLC like many other major cities in the 
country, has been suffering over the years from the “leakage” of office tenants and retail 
dollars to the surrounding suburbs.  SLC officials are concerned if they take no action this 
downward trend will continue, thereby exasperating the current economic problems of 
SLC.  Thus, city officials felt the urgent need to find new areas to bring in new business, 
retail, and housing.  A revitalization of the downtown area was seen as essential to the 
long-term viability of SLC as the economic and cultural hub of the State. 
Just three blocks west of Main Street, and directly in the middle of the newly 
created Gateway District lies an old semi-decommissioned Union Pacific rail yard. 
Southern Pacific and Union Pacific, two large rail operators in the area, each owned a 
main rail line west of the CBD.  Due to fears of exposing themselves to competition from 
each other, both rail companies have been unwilling to share their rail lines.  During the 
years 1995-1997, the two rail companies began to discuss the possibility of a merger.  As 
talks progressed, it became clear to Union Pacific the merger was going to take place.  
Therefore, they concluded they would no longer need to be protective of their main line.  
Soon after reaching this conclusion, Union Pacific issued a Request For Proposal (RFP) 
to solicit offers from developers for their 40-acre rail yard.  Moreover, Union Pacific had 
given to the Sate of Utah a year earlier, their old passenger Depot building that was in 
desperate need of refurbishment and seismic upgrade improvements.   As part of the RFP 
the State of Utah is willing to lease the Depot building for $1 a year on the condition the 
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developer will make the necessary improvements.  Early cost estimates place the 
improvements at $10 million. 
 As the State’s largest private real estate development company, we have a keen 
interest in developing this property.  However, we know competition will be fierce and 
we are hearing rumors that a big mall developer out of California is pursuing this 
property as well. The idea of an outside developer coming into our downtown and 
developing the largest commercial project in the State is something we cannot allow to 
happen. 
 As part of the City’s efforts to help encourage the redevelopment of this rail yard, 
they decided that rather than try to build all of the Gateway District infrastructure at once, 
they would “focus their attention, and whatever money they can scrape together, on the 
northern Gateway, from 200 South to North Temple, between 400 West and 600 West” 
(the area of the rail yard).6  As noted earlier, the SLC has a vested interest in the 
redevelopment of these blighted areas.  City Councilman Carlton Christensen said it 
succinctly when he stated, “there’s a payback in image and increased property taxes.”7   
This participation from SLC is helpful because the ground is not going to be cheap and 
we cannot afford to make all of the public improvements and net an acceptable return 
without the help of SLC. 
  Several months before the issuing of the RFP, several members of our company 
traveled to San Antonio, Texas to watch the University of Utah play the University of 
Kentucky in the NCAA Division I Men’s basketball championship game.  While there, 
several of our senior project managers enjoyed the fun and festive atmosphere that 
normally accompanies the NCAA final four.  As they milled around and talked amongst 
themselves, they couldn’t help but comment on how “the Riverwalk”, an open-air 
commercial area in San Antonio, complete with restaurants, entertainment, retail shops, 
hotels, and office space, with a river running down the middle, added an element of 
energy to the festivities.  Furthermore, they noticed how this opened-air shopping area 
encouraged pedestrian traffic and created a synergy between multiple uses of office, 
housing, hotels, and retail.  The talk amongst our senior project managers was how we 
                                                 
6 IBID 
7 Alan Edwards, “Gateway approval imminent,” Deseret News August 1999: B1-B2. 
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need to copy this theme in Utah.  The only thing holding us back has been where we 
could develop such a large project.  We now believe the rail yard is the site; we just need 
to win the selection process.   
At the same time our senior project managers were marveling at the Riverwalk, 
SLC officials were having the exact same conversation.  Then Mayor Dee Dee Coridini 
was particularly impressed with what she saw and experienced.  With the SLC being a 
partner in the selection of the developer for the rail yard, Mayor Coridini wants a similar 
type of project in downtown SLC that will be the “flagship” for future mixed-use 
commercial developments.  
Immediately after the issuing of the RFP, Peter and Doug decided to meet with 
the Mayor to discuss with her their thoughts on the proposed development.  During their 
meeting it was explained that Union Pacific and SLC were partnering together and 
organizing a selection process whereby a developer for the rail yard would be chosen.  
Although the qualifying criterion for the selection of a developer was quite detailed, it 
essentially boiled down to two main criteria:  (1) Union Pacific, being the owners of the 
property, wanted to receive as much money as possible for the sale of their property;  (2) 
With the property being located in the middle of newly created Gateway District, SLC 
wants a developer who has the resources and the expertise to deliver a grand scale 
project. 
After the meeting, Peter and Doug were encouraged and believed their company 
could build such a project.  They then set about the task of organizing a development 
team consisting of consultants, architects, engineers, and leasing personnel to develop a 
proposal for the RFP.  After several months of long meetings with the newly formed 
“Gateway team,” our company has made progress on an open-air, multi-use project that 
incorporates many of the themes and concepts SLC officials are looking for.  The 
question we have now is whether this project is economically feasible.  With the selection 
deadline only two weeks away and the potential closing of the property some four short 




The first major step in developing the right concept and site plan was the selection 
of an architectural firm.  Peter and Doug began this process by looking for a firm that had 
the experience and expertise of designing large-scale mixed-use developments.  Through 
research and recommendations from many experts in the development community, Peter 
and Doug enlisted the services of Verde Partnership, a California based architectural 
firm.  The Boyer Company also contracted with two local firms: MTDR Architects and 
SDTR Architects to provide local knowledge of building codes and city officials, as well 
as adding “muscle and brainpower” to a process that will require a lot of time and 
resources.   Essential to the success of the project will be the working relationship these 
firms can forge over the next several years.  Verde‘s main role in this process is to “paint 
the canvas” while the local architectural firms are to provide the detail. Essentially, the 
local firms are charged with “making the canvas work”.      
After several long weeks and even more long meetings, the design team created a 
site plan they believed embodied the design and concepts SLC officials and Peter and 
Doug were looking for.  The design team describe this new project, named “The 
Gateway”, as being a mixed-use “lifestyle-center” that will be a mixture of uses that in 
the end will create synergy and a symbiotic relationship wherein each use is compatible 
with each other use.  Furthermore, they say, identifying those uses and determining how 
to incorporate those uses so they derive benefit to each other will be the essential 
ingredient that will give this project life and vitality.   
We believe we need to create a new neighborhood down in the rail yard because it 
is currently a blighted area.  We do not believe we can just come build a couple of retail 
shops here and have people feel like it is a safe and desirable area.   Therefore, we have 
to do this project in a grand scale of 40 acres.  We need to create “critical mass” if we 
hope to attract people and tenants.  Critical mass cannot be accomplished with just one of 
these components.  The critical mass has to be accomplished with cultural, office, 
residential, housing and retail, all combined into one location.  Thus far the design team 
has developed a site plan consisting of: 
• 650,000 square feet of retail/entertainment space 
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• 500,000 square feet of office space 
• 300,000 square feet of cultural amenities (museums, planetariums etc.) 
• 300 apartments units 
• 400 condominium units 
• 250- room hotel 
Among the chief concerns of the architects is how to create retail that is 
pedestrian oriented with clean access for vehicles.  With a natural slope of the project of 
12 feet, the architects believe that they can create two ground level retail levels, a Rio 
Grande Level and a City level.  From a functional standpoint, our architects and leasing 
personnel point out second level retail does not perform as well as ground level retail. By 
utilizing the natural slope of the project, the architects believe they can have each level of 
retail as successful as the other.     
The project overall site plan has been initially designed by the architects to be a 
“people” place”.  A “place within the place” where people can come and congregate.  As 
part of the project, they have designed a large open space area where cultural and 
community events can be held.  This open area is to be dedicated to the Olympics that 
will be coming in February 2002.  Moreover, the project is designed to be an inviting 
place where people want to be and where people want to return.  On one end of the 
project is located the entertainment uses (movie theater and restaurants) and on the other 
end is the community open space and hotel.  This is designed to create a bookend effect 
where each large piece of the project is separated by the rest of the project.  The 
architects have designed a road down the middle  (Rio Grande Street), which they call the 
armature.  This armature is a bend in the road that makes it so you cannot see the other 
end of the project.  The project is designed in such a way that as one walks down the 
street they have an ever-changing vista with lots of points of interest along the way.  This 
creates the feel that there is something further on down that draws one to it.  As one 
walks down the street they experience more of the project more and more of the project is 
revealed to them.   
The landscape was designed to frame various aspects of the project and to create 
in a short time a timeless appearance to the project.  The overall design is to try to capture 
a contemporary reflection of old downtown SLC.  Materials selected to do this include 
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brick, cultured stone and other pieces that would capture the same setting and feel as old 
SLC, but in a more contemporary setting.   Thin-brick was used as a substitute to brick to 
give the appearance of brick without the additional weight.  One problem with this 
system is you need to be selective on where to place the thin brick or the project can risk 
looking too contrived and forced.  The plaster is E.I.F.S. with a special glazing that in a 
relatively short period of time will give it an old time look.  The stone the architects 
recommend is a pre-cast stone that reflects the old look without the cost of actual stone.  
However, if the budget allows the architects suggest using real stone. 
  Exterior color selection is critically important in creating and capturing the mood 
of the project.  The plaster was glazed so in a few years it will have an antiqued look to it.  
Bright colors are recommended to reflect a lively happy place. 
  Several challenges with the mixed-use concept will need to be overcome before 
this project can be built.  As you marry the different uses, they each have different design 
criteria that often times are in conflict with each other.  For example, the entrance to an 
office building demands a front door close to the lobby and elevator.   Whereas in 
residential buildings, the elevator core is more central so no one unit has more of walk 
than any other.  Therefore, a paradox is created in relationship to the stairs and elevators 
for the various uses.  Thus, compromises will need to be made on the design of this 
project.  We cannot design around one particular use. The project will need to be 
designed for all uses.  This will involve some give and take along the way for each use.  
How the proposed tenants will respond to a departure from their prototypical layout is a 
risk that is hard to quantify.   
The idea of mixed-use is that it enhances the other use and creates some type of 
harmony between them all. This includes vents and shafts as well.  The structure has to 
be wide-open for retail spaces with some standardization for the residential units.  Where 
possible the architects recommend building in steel to eliminate the need for sheer walls 
that will allow for the spaces to be more adaptable and open.  Concrete is less expensive, 
but it is less adaptable and requires the need for heavy sheer walls. Therefore, we 
anticipate conflicts in some retail areas where structural walls supporting the weight of 
the loads above it conflict with the open layout needed by retailers for the merchandizing 
of their product.  To reduce this conflict, the design team will try to locate sheer walls on 
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the back of the housing units (rear of the project) so the retail spaces have the sheer walls 
in their storerooms and not around the counter and display areas.    
Another challenge the design team faces is Utah’s climate.  The climate in Utah, 
and in particular SLC, has four distinct seasons that include very hot days in the summer 
(90-110 degrees Fahrenheit) and very cold days (-5 to 32 degrees Fahrenheit) with snow 
and ice in the winter.  The design is being undertaken in such a way as to take the 
positive aspects of the seasons and bring them into the project while trying to eliminate 
the negative aspects.  For example, snow and ice will be a problem, so in high traffic 
areas snowmelt (radiant heating) will need to be installed to thaw the ice and snow build 
up.     
  Another critical success factor will be reducing and controlling the maintenance 
costs of the project.  The architects recommend designing The Gateway not just for first 
costs, but for operational costs as well.  A central plant is proposed that will maximize the 
need for individual mechanical units and will maximize economies of scale.  A tunnel for 
utilities that runs north to south through project will deliver heated and chilled water to 
higher efficiency mechanical units.  The point of being energy efficient has less to do 
with environment objectives (although this is a nice bonus) but more to do with lower 
long-term operating expenses.  Furthermore, this central plant is a potential source of 
revenue as we will be able to bill the tenants for their use (see exhibit 4).   
At this point in time, the construction drawings have not been completed and will 
not be completed before the selection process.  All three companies in the design team 
have agreed to reduce their fees in anticipation of being awarded this project.  However, 
this does pose a serious problem. After the selection process has taken place, there is only 
four months before the closing of the property and this is not enough time to complete the 
due diligence (environmental and other studies) and finish the construction drawings.  
Therefore, this project will have to be design-build and the design team will have to be 
conscience of large dollar decisions as they complete the drawings. 
  
 RDA 
The duties of Redevelopment Agencies are to implement the masterplans created 
by cities.  Critical to SLC’s efforts in encouraging businesses to locate in these blighted 
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areas to the west, is the RDA’s ability to offer developers financial incentives.  Through a 
mechanism know as tax increment financing, SLC, as well as many other cities, has the 
ability to reimburse developers for the public infrastructure improvements they make to a 
blighted area.  Under this mechanism in SLC, the RDA collects 75% of the property tax 
increment generated.  Meaning, the RDA will collect 75% of the incremental difference 
between the existing property tax basis and the new tax basis after construction.  The 
RDA then has the ability to reimburse developers back, over time, for the public 
improvements they completed at their own expense.    
Before I get into the details of our latest meeting with the RDA, I think a little 
more background on tax increment financing will be helpful.  A major point to this 
financing mechanism is the ability it gives developers to receive help from a city as they 
seek to encourage redevelopment in blighted areas.  However, the RDA benefits from 
this financing mechanism as well because they only reimburse back to the developer 50% 
of what is generated by the developer, while reinvesting the other 50% in the same 
district in which it was generated.  Furthermore, through this mechanism, the developer is 
acting as the lender to the city because it is the developer who installs and pays for these 
public improvements up front.  It is then the RDA that pays back over time the cost of 
these improvements.   
Tax increment financing can be a mixed bag as well.  If the tax assessment is too 
low, we save on the property taxes but we lose out on the tax increment.  If the tax 
assessment is too high we pay too much in property taxes but we receive more in tax 
increment.  Unfortunately, if the assessment is too low the developer will lose out on the 
tax increment because they typically will not argue for higher taxes.  Another drawback 
is if the taxes are not paid on time, then the tax increment is lost for that year.  Meaning if 
we are late with our property tax payment, we forfeit our right to the tax increment for the 
year.  
One benefit the RDA receives by having this area designated as a brownfield 
showcase area is there ability to qualify for two types of grants.  The first grant comes 
from HUD and will be used to purchase the property on 500 west (the road behind our 
project) for the beautification of the park blocks (wide park street medians) located 
behind the housing.  These park blocks are similar in design and function to those found 
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on Commonwealth Avenue in Boston, Massachusetts.   The total HUD grants available to 
the RDA on this project are $2.5 million.  The second grant is a $1.3 million grant from 
the Economic Development Agency (EDA) of Utah to help with job growth that will 
accompany the new jobs from the new retailers locating to Utah.  
During the course of the past several months we have spent countless hours with 
our design team and various contractors trying to estimate the cost of the public 
improvements we will be making in this area.  Such items as public roads, sewers, 
sidewalks, and utilities are all considered public improvements.  With a current tax basis 
of zero, the proposed project has substantial tax increment potential.  We recently 
presented to the RDA a preliminary cost estimate of the public infrastructure 
improvements we are making to the area.  Hoping the RDA would agree to our proposed 
$27 million estimate, we were disappointed when they said our number was too high.  
However, they did provide a standardized detail of what we, or any other developer, can 
expect to be reimbursed back for the public improvements.  The RDA has said the 
selected developer can expect a property tax rate of 1.35%, of which, the RDA will 
reimburse, to the developer, 37.5% of the total tax increment generated over 15 years, or 
50% of the tax increment received by the RDA.  The RDA will then reimburse the 
developer back the earlier to occur of 20 years or $20 million.  Moreover, the tax 
increment will be calculated in the year that structure is completed.  Meaning, if a 
building is completed before the final project is completed, the property tax will include 
the value of the new building.  The RDA has told us that the following values apply to 
the construction and will be used as the basis for deriving the tax increment value.  Please 
note the following: 
1. Office- $110 psf,  
2. Retail- $100 psf,  
3. Housing- $80,000/unit. 
4. Hotel-$120,000/room. 
5. Values will increase 3% annually. 
This schedule will be helpful in determining the amount of tax increment we can 
expect to be reimbursed back.  We are anxious to know the total value of the increment as 
well as how the increment value is impacted if we have to phase certain aspects of the 
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project.  As of now, we are planning on building everything simultaneously, however, if 
there is an economic slowdown and we are forced to delay an office tower or some 
housing units (retail cannot be delayed because it is the lower levels from which the 
office and apartments and condos are built above) what impact will this have?  We want 
this figure better quantified for the pro forma.  SLC has indicated they are willing to bond 
for the full amount of the tax increment (it is in their best interest as they will be paying a 
low bond interest rate of roughly 3.5% as opposed to the higher interest rate payments if 
they were to keep paying the full principal and interest payments to us) once the project is 
completely built and stabilized.  This could help us get our money back sooner and 
should really help the pro forma.   
 
SPECIAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT 
After not receiving a full reimbursement for all of the public infrastructure 
improvements we are installing, our attorney discussed with us the possibility of creating 
a Special Improvement District (SID) as an additional source of debt financing.   He 
explained, quoting from the Slate Lake City Engineering website:  
“SID is an area legally defined through ordinance by the City Council for the 
installation of public way improvements. An SID involves the installation of 
curb and gutter, sidewalks, and drive approaches where such improvements 
have not previously existed… Property owners participating in a Street 
Extension SID pay the total cost of improvements adjacent to their properties… 
At the completion of the project when actual costs are determined, a special tax 
assessment is placed on all abutting properties according to the proportional 
benefit received from the public way improvements.  Property owners can pay 
the assessment in one lump sum or through equal annual installments… Interest 
charges are accrued on the unpaid balance at a rate established by the City 
Treasurer.  This interest rate is set when the City obtains a municipal bond for 
the project.  Favorable interest rates have always been obtained because of the 
excellent bond rating held by SLC.”8 
                                                 
8 SLC Engineering.  http://www.slcgov.com/publicservices/engineering/resources/sid.htm 
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Our attorney believes the Rio Grande Street that runs down the center of the 
project can qualify for the creation of an SID.  Thus, we are entitled to charge our 
tenants a special tax assessment for the public improvements if we create a SID and 
construct the public improvements under this entity.   Furthermore, additional 
benefit is possible because we will be able to pull the cost of these improvements 
out of our construction loan and have SLC bond for the improvements at their low 
rate.  We then have the tenants pay for the improvements over time.  We are fairly 
confident the City Council will approve this SID based upon our plans that detail 
the public improvements.   
Because the retail shops will benefit the most from Rio Grande (the main street 
in the project) they should pay the special tax assessment on the “public way 
improvements”.  We anticipate a special tax assessment of  $1.50 psf to the retail 
tenants.  This $1.50 should be included as revenue on the pro forma.  It can be 
expected several (1/4 –1/3) of the retail tenants will have provisions in their lease 
that prohibit the Landlord from assessing any SID tax to the tenant.  The cost of the 
SID improvements is estimated to be $17.5 million that is to be financed at a 
bonding rate of 3.5% with an additional issuing rate of 1.2% for a total combined 
rate of 4.7% over twenty years.  
 
CONSTRUCTION FINANCE 
For thirty years we have used many large regional banks to finance our projects.  
However, these same banks are reluctant to lend us the money we believe we will need 
for this project.  They claim this project will be too big for their portfolios and it will 
expose them to too much risk.  Fortunately, over the past several years we have 
established a great relationship with Dells Real Estate Financial Services, located in San 
Francisco.  They have agreed to provide the construction financing, however, like the 
other banks, they too are nervous about the risks.  But, in a show of faith, they are willing 
to take on this risk and finance the project on the following conditions: 
1. An initial LTV of 70% will be the initial basis. 
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2. No money will be available for release until the project has at least 50% signed 
leases for the retail and 25% for the office.  The construction interest rate will be 
250 basis points over LIBOR. 
3. At 65% signed leases for the retail and 50% for the office, the construction 
interest rate will fall to 225 basis points over LIBOR. 
4. At 80% signed leases for the retail and 75% signed leases for the office, the 
construction interest rate will be reduced to 210 basis points over LIBOR. 
5. If the bank is unable to syndicate 20% of the loan within the first year after loan 
closing, the LTV ratio will decrease to 60%. 
6. Loan closing is scheduled to take place in mid-December with distribution of 
monies to follow the aforementioned schedule. 
Currently, we are in negotiations with several retail and office tenants, with Letters 
of Intent (LOI) equating to roughly 50% of the retail and 25% of the office space. 
However, these LOI’s are not binding and the bank is unwilling to accept them as 
equivalent to signed leases.  More than likely, we will not have any signed leases by the 
December 1999 closing deadline and we may have to fund the land purchase with equity 
or find a bridge loan.   
Although we have great faith and confidence that the leasing team can meet these 
hurdles, Peter and Doug are greatly concerned about how the construction financing will 
impact the pro forma.  We have always assumed a constant interest rate without leasing 
hurdles that allows for the distribution of funds upon the closing of the property.  These 
leasing and syndication hurdles are unexpected, but it was the best we could negotiate. 
  “What if we don’t meet the initial 50% leasing hurdle and we have to come out of 
pocket to pay the contractors, how will this impact our return and with such a large loan 
amount, how will the adjusting interest rate impact our return?” Doug wondered.  “Well, 
at least with all of the money the bank is lending us, the less quick they will be to 
foreclose if things go wrong.  I doubt they are too eager to want to own and manage such 
a big construction project” Peter retorted.   
The question of financing is such a critical element it leaves us laying awake in bed 
at night.  The thought of not hitting the leasing targets and having to fund the project with 
equity not only impacts this project, but also it can affect our whole company and future 
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developments as well.  Furthermore, we have learned over the years to be very wary of 
on-going construction interest payments.  We have lost a few good returns because we 
were unable to place permanent financing on a project and we had to keep carrying the 
construction interest.   
 
CONSTRUCTION 
Over the past 30 years we have become rather adept at estimating the costs of 
construction for various types of uses.  However, The Gateway poises a unique challenge 
due to its sheer mass, and complexity.  A review of similar projects around the country 
for costs comparables has shed little light on the costs that can be expected from this type 
of project.  .   
At this point in the process, Verde and MTDR have provided conceptual drawings 
that have been broken down into a geographical block-by-block basis (blocks A-C).  This 
was done so we could understand what components make up the individual blocks.   
Meaning, instead of estimating the costs of retail throughout the whole project, each retail 
component on each block was analyzed because not all of the retail on each block is built 
with the same materials due to varying structural loads (block A is steel and block C is 
concrete, and block B has the big office towers sitting on the top).  Like most large-scale 
projects, The Gateway will be designed from the top down so as to account for the 
structural loads needed to support the upper levels.   
The Verde concept drawings have being broken down into these geographical 
blocks and delivered to MTDR and SDTR for more detailed drawings.  MTDR and 
SDTR have provided further detail and delivered the drawings to various contractors for 
preliminary cost estimates.  This will give us an idea of the costs while providing the 
contractors an idea of the scope and complexity of the project.  We hope this process will 
also help encourage dialogue between the contractor and architects resulting in some cost 
savings through value engineering.     
Through more consultations with the contractors, it is anticipated construction 
will take two full years if started this December.  This date however, will not work. 
Because the retail tenants need to be open 3 weeks before thanksgiving if they are to meet 
their Christmas sales numbers, we will need to be open no later than the first of 
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November.  Furthermore, the Olympics will be in SLC in February of 2002, and SLC 
officials are promising to shut down construction for several months leading up and 
during to the games.  Being located right across the street from the Olympic Medals 
Plaza, The Gateway can gain valuable exposure and establish itself as the premiere 
shopping center in the valley if we get it open it time.  Therefore, we are pushing for this 
early opening.  As noted earlier, all blocks will be constructed simultaneously.  Extra 
overhead and overtime fees are anticipated as a big rush to finish before Thanksgiving 
and the Olympics.   
Winter conditions could be a potentially large number, as the construction process 
will take place through two winters.  Over the past few years, the winters have been fairly 
moderate, but who knows if this trend will continue.  The biggest concern we have on the 
construction budget is with only 50% construction drawings completed; we do not know 
if we have enough in the contingency budget.  If we exceed the budget (exhibit 2) the 
bank will require more equity to compensate for the budget overruns.  Rulon Smith, The 
Gateway construction manager, has tried to limit this problem by tying the contractors to 




Several months ago we hired two groups to conduct market surveys to help us 
determine the feasibility of The Gateway.  The first study conducted by The Bureau of 
Economic and Business Research, David Eccles School of Business, University of Utah, 
addressed the impacts and feasibility of The Gateway’s retail development.  The second 
study, conducted by H. Blount Hunter Retail & Real Estate Research, attempts to 
articulate The Gateway site rational.  Excerpts from both studies have been provided and 
should be reviewed carefully.  Our leasing experts tell us the market demand is solid, but 
independent confirmation is critical.   
On the office leasing side, recent reports indicate the office market is strong and 
will continue to grow for some years.  Currently, the vacancy rate for Class A office 
space dropped to just fewer than 3% by the end of 1997, down from 4.6% in 1996.  For 
class B office space the vacancy rate dropped to 8.1% from 16.4% during this same time 
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period.  Brokers say about 172,000 square feet of office space was absorbed into the 
CBD in 1997 and the market could have absorbed more.9 
Is there anything in these market reports you believe should discourage us from 
proceeding?  Do the conclusions of the reports support what we are attempting, or, are 
there any “red flags” for which we should take special consideration? 
 
LEASING 
During this selection process we have had many leasing meetings.  Although we 
have built hundreds of thousands of square feet of retail projects over the past thirty- 
years, The Gateway is a different animal and requires more national expertise.  We have 
hired on two leasing companies; The Doy Smithfield Company and Huish Willie Brokers 
to help us attract higher-end national tenants currently not found in Utah.    Furthermore, 
SLC does not want us to “raid” downtown for tenants.  They want new one-of-a-kind 
tenants that will expand the downtown, not just shift tenants and sales dollars from one 
part of downtown to the other. 
From these leasing meetings, our retail consultants have helped us to estimate the 
rents we can expect from each space, as well as the tenant improvement dollars needed.  
These retail assumptions are based on the leasing teams best knowledge and 
understanding of the market.  With 650,000 square feet of retail, a significant portion of 
the revenue and costs of this project are included in this use.  We need to accurately 
reflect in the pro forma the impact of the retail on this project.  If we overestimate 
revenue and underestimate costs, we could be making a huge mistake by proceeding 
forward with this project.   
Attached are the various retail schedules that need to be included in the pro-
forma.  As you review these figures and plug them into the pro forma, take into 
consideration what impacts a slowdown in the economy will have.  Furthermore, you 
may want to consider the impacts if the T.I. allowance and the leasing revenue 
projections are too aggressive.    
 
                                                 
9 Leslie Mitchell, “Gateway may Open Frontier of Office Space,” Salt Lake Tribune Sunday June 21, 1998: 
Section E. 
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OPPOSITION   
 As usual, people are up in arms about our development plans.  Apparently our site 
plan was leaked to the press and the articles in the paper will not stop.  People view us the 
same way as the world views the N.Y. Yankees, as “The Evil Empire”.  Much of their 
concern has to do with what will happen to the downtown.  We believe the downtown has 
been struggling for many years and there is no quick fix to its woes.  Access to the 
downtown is poor and at night people leave and they do not want to come back.  We are 
trying to create an atmosphere wherein people will want to come back to the downtown.  
Main Street and other tenants should be grateful that we are willing to invest so much 
money and time into improving the area.  Besides, how is going three blocks to the west 
not considered part of the downtown?  “A rising tide lifts all ships” is saying we are quite 
fond of and we believe our development will do this to the downtown.  By creating the 
synergy and the atmosphere and by developing a project that will attract higher-end 
national tenants currently not found in Utah, we will be bringing people back to the 
downtown area.  There is bound to be plenty of spillover into the surrounding area.   
Enclosed is an article from the local newspaper titled “Will Gateway Project Suck 
Life From an Already Struggling Downtown?  Developers and Elected Officials 
Disagree.”  This article best articulates the opposition our project faces.  Their arguments 
have some validity and we want your opinion.  Please add a brief paragraph or two on 
your personal thoughts regarding this perceived conflict. 
 
HOTEL 
 Our latest conversation with our potential hotel user did not go very well.  They 
just informed me they received their market study back and according to their figures the 
hotel market is soft with higher than average room vacancy projected over the next 
several years.  Apparently, the glut of hotel space is a direct result of anticipated demand 
during the Olympic Games.  I just had a conversation with the RDA director and she is 
willing to still let us receive tax increment credit for the 250-room hotel we were 
planning.  I think it is best we proceed with the pro forma on the assumption we will have 
no hotel for at least the next 6 years.  After this point, we will want to see what happens 
to the pro forma if we include the hotel in as a sale. Our preliminary negotiations 
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 Although we have not been awarded the project, we have received a great deal of 
interest from various parties interested in purchasing portions of the project.  Salt Lake 
County has expressed a great deal of interest in purchasing a building pad for cultural 
uses (children’s museum, IMAX, and planetarium).  We have also agreed to the sale of 
the “air rights” to the condominiums if we are awarded the project.  Included in this price 
is the estimated pro rata share of site costs.  A large office user who will only purchase 
has also approached us and we have agreed to a purchase price for the building pad and 
site work reimbursement.  All purchase prices shown in the attached exhibit are net of 
leasing commissions and taxes.  As part of our negotiations, we have retained full interest 
in the tax increment financing.  Furthermore, Salt Lake County and the office use are 
well financed and will be able to deliver their buildings on time.  We have some concern 
regarding the condominium owner’s ability to deliver by the grand opening.  If they are 




   Please provide a 4-page write-up (plus back-up materials) of your analysis and 
conclusions.  Your write-up should include: 
• A development pro forma that includes the price we should offer for the land. 
• RDA tax increment budget. 
• SID financing. 
• Sensitivity analysis.  
• Your conclusions from the market reports. 
• Comments on the newspaper article. 
While developing the pro forma you may want to consider that we will need more 
contingency.  Furthermore, you should assume items like T.I. allowance and leasing 
commissions will be costs that will occur later on during the construction process.  The 
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pro forma should be set up to account for changes in the construction financing as well as 
the permanent financing budget.  Interest payments can drastically alter a return and the 
pro forma should reflect a detailed analysis of the interest payments.  We can put non-
recourse permanent financing (assume 7% interest rate & 30 year amortization) on the 
project when we have leased close to 90% of both office and retail space.   
  
Things to think about include: 
• Should we add more contingency, and if so how much? 
• By selling off the Condo units we lose some control over their timing.  What 
happens to the RDA budget if they are delayed? 
• What is an acceptable amount to include in the pro forma for developer fees? 
• What impact does the hotel have on the return? 
• What is an appropriate cap rate? 
• What are appropriate discount rates for the various risk phases in the development 
process? 
• How is the pro forma impacted by a lower LTV ratio? 
• If the market experiences a downturn and we delay an office building and/or 
apartment units, how does this impact the tax increment and construction 
financing?    
• If we do not lease out as anticipated and we are forced to delay our permanent 












Block A Tenants- Rio Grande/City Level
1001 9,071           25 226,775$                 60.00                      
1002 8,050           28 225,400$                 60.00                      
1003 7,370           28 206,360$                 75.00                      
1004 3,014           25 75,350$                   60.00                      
1005 2,389           35 83,615$                   25.00                      
1006 1,027           55 56,485$                   25.00                      
1007 4,432           30 132,960$                 100.00                    
1008 11,500         25 287,500$                 100.00                    
1009 32,700         22 719,400$                 25.00                      
1010 4,500           28 126,000$                 40.00                      
1011 1,500           20 30,000$                   45.00                      
1012 3,200           20 64,000$                   45.00                      
1013 15,000         26 390,000$                 100.00                    
1014 1,400           30 42,000$                   40.00                      
1015 1,400           28 39,200$                   40.00                      
1016 35,000         20 700,000$                 45.00                      
1017 1,300           40 52,000$                   40.00                      
Total 142,853       3,457,045$             
Block B Tenants- Rio Grande Level
1050 1,300           44                      57,200$                   50                           
1051 3,400           28                      95,200$                   65                           
1052 1,904           30                      57,120$                   100                         
1053 1,899           40                      75,960$                   66                           
1054 4,200           40                      168,000$                 100                         
1055 1,759           33                      58,047$                   60                           
1056 1,690           42                      70,980$                   42                           
1057 2,000           42                      84,000$                   42                           
1058 1,800           45                      81,000$                   42                           
1059 7,200           38                      273,600$                 100                         
Total 27,152         1,021,107$             
Block B Tenants- City Level
2001 4,000           30                      120,000                   40                           
2002 7,300           16                      116,800                   100                         
2003 1,600           26                      41,600                     24                           
2004 6,500           26                      169,000                   30                           
2005 1,000           60                      60,000                     
2006 285              65                      18,525                     
2007 554              65                      36,010                     
2008 90                65                      5,850                       
2009 90                65                      5,850                       
2010 90                65                      5,850                       
Total 21,509         579,485$                
Block C-1 Tenants-Rio Grande Level
1070 900 38 34,200$                   25
1071 900 40 36,000$                   25
1072 910 40 36,400$                   25
1073 920 41 37,720$                   100
1074 920 42 38,640$                   140
1075 987 42 41,454$                   25
1076 900 43 38,700$                   70
Gateway Retail Summary
1077 2500 25 62,500$                   40
1078 3400 28 95,200$                   45
1079 4000 24 96,000$                   50
1080 12000 21 252,000$                 75
Total 28,337         768,814$                
Block C-1 Tenants- City Level
2020 9500 25 237,500$                 65                           
2021 11800 25 295,000$                 65                           
2022 5300 26 137,800$                 50                           
2023 3560 26 92,560$                   50                           
2024 10400 18 187,200$                 85                           
2025 6000 35 210,000$                 30                           
2026 350 50 17,500$                   -                          
Total 46,910         1,177,560$             
Block C-2 Tenants- Rio Grande Level
1090 8930 25 223,250$                 75
1091 5502 30 165,060$                 50
1092 2300 30 69,000$                   40
1093 4000 25 100,000$                 40
1094 6050 25 151,250$                 75
1095 1442 35 50,470$                   60
1096 3000 35 105,000$                 60
1097 2888 30 86,640$                   40
1098 3522 37 130,314$                 35
1099 2400 28 67,200$                   31
1100 4800 42 201,600$                 28
1101 9850 24 236,400$                 48
Total 54,684         1,586,184$             
Block C-2 Tenants- City Level
2040 2,977           30 89,310$                   45
2041 3,520           31 109,120$                 40
2042 5,521           24 132,504$                 50
2043 3,314           28 92,792$                   40
2044 4,353           28 121,884$                 40
2045 5,409           24 129,816$                 20
2046 1,070           50 53,500$                   30
2047 8,736           20 174,720$                 20
2048 8,028           22 176,616$                 40
2049 1,800           32 57,600$                   40
2050 1,700           37 62,900$                   40
2051 2,450           14 34,300$                   40
2052 501              51 25,551$                   14
2053 289              51 14,739$                   14
2054 98,787         25 2,469,675$              20
2055 130,000       25 3,250,000$              10
Total 278,455       6,995,027$             
Union Pacific Depot Tenants
2060 8000 28 224,000$                 85
2061 8000 28 224,000$                 75
2062 9100 25 227,500$                 150
2064 25000 25 625,000$                 100
Total 50,100         1,300,500$             
Grand Totals 650,000       16,885,722            
Tenant Allowance 
Total
544,260$                   
483,000$                   
552,750$                   
180,840$                   
59,725$                     
25,675$                     
443,200$                   
1,150,000$                
817,500$                   
180,000$                   
67,500$                     
144,000$                   
1,500,000$                
56,000$                     
56,000$                     
1,575,000$                
52,000$                     
7,887,450$                
65,000$                     
221,000$                   
190,400$                   
125,334$                   
420,000$                   
105,540$                   
70,980$                     
84,000$                     
75,600$                     
720,000$                   
2,077,854$                
160,000                     
730,000                     
38,400                       
195,000                     
-                             
-                             
-                             
-                             
-                             
-                             
1,123,400                  
22,500$                     
22,500$                     
22,750$                     
92,000$                     
128,800$                   
24,675$                     
63,000$                     
100,000$                   
153,000$                   
200,000$                   
900,000$                   
1,729,225$                
617,500$                   
767,000$                   
265,000$                   
178,000$                   
884,000$                   
180,000$                   
-$                           
2,891,500$                
669,750$                   
275,100$                   
92,000$                     
160,000$                   
453,750$                   
86,520$                     
180,000$                   
115,520$                   
123,270$                   
74,400$                     
134,400$                   
472,800$                   
2,837,510$                
133,965$                   
140,800$                   
276,050$                   
132,560$                   
174,120$                   
108,180$                   
32,100$                     
174,720$                   
321,120$                   
72,000$                     
68,000$                     
98,000$                     
7,014$                       
4,046$                       
1,975,740$                
1,300,000$                
5,018,415$                
680,000$                   
600,000$                   
1,365,000$                
2,500,000$                
5,145,000$                
28,710,354                
Exhibit 2
50% Design Development Drawings
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Central Plant 4,750,000    4,750,000      
Retail Shell 9,000,000      11,500,000  6,000,000                9,500,000                             36,000,000    
Cinema 9,500,000      9,500,000      
Office C (SALE) -                 
Office B 8,500,000    8,500,000      
Office A 10,000,000  10,000,000    
Condo Townhomes-sale -                           -                 
Apartment Units 4,500,000                4,320,000                             8,820,000      
Cultural Shell -                 
Parking Structures 14,007,000    13,650,000  27,657,000    
Parking Residential 2,230,000                6,890,000                             9,120,000      
Pedestrian Bridges 625,000       625,000         
General Conditions 3,200,000      1,700,000    986,000                   5,886,000      
Cranes & Hoisting Inc. G.C.'s 1,200,000    1,200,000      
Depot Restoration 10,760,000     10,760,000    
Demolition 980,000                                   980,000         
Site Utilities 3,800,000                                3,800,000      
Hardscape 3,300,000                                3,300,000      
Softscape 533,000                                   533,000         
Site Conveying Systems 1,620,000                                1,620,000      
Block E Parking 310,000                                   310,000         
Site Lighting 1,675,000                                1,675,000      
Amenities 723,000                                   723,000         
Water Features 2,500,000                                2,500,000      
Electrical Relocation 1,500,000                                1,500,000      
Electrical Schedule 9 1,200,000                                1,200,000      
Signage 1,760,000                                1,760,000      
Clock Tower 850,000                                   850,000         
Contingency 662,266                                   1,657,181    437,745                   660,957                                343,404          3,761,553      
Contractor Fee 662,266                                   1,657,181    437,745                   660,957                                343,404          3,761,553      
Totals 22,075,532                              35,707,000    55,239,362  14,591,489              22,031,915                           11,446,809     161,092,106  
Construction Budget Estimate Summary
Exhibit 4
Sales
Office Building Pad Sale-Block C 1,800,000$           <--Price includes the projected sale of the building pad and proportionate share of site costs.
Cultural Pad Sale 1,207,000$           <--Salt Lake County has indicated they are willing to purchase a pad site for cultural uses.
Condo 1,500,000$           
Office Revenue Sq. Ft. Rentable Sq. Ft. $ psf Total
Block A Tower 165,000             140,250               17.00$           2,384,250.00$     
Block B Tower 85,000               72,250                 17.00$           1,228,250.00$     
Office  Depot 16,000 16,000                 15.00$           240,000.00$        
Total 266,000 228,500 3,852,500$       
Retail Revenue (annual)
Base Retail Revenue See Retail Tenant Summary
Kiosks 500,000$              <--Projected revenue for the use of Kiosks that will be added to the center after opening.
Mechanical & Electrical 1,500,000$           <--Projected revenue from tenants use of the Central Plant
SID Revenue 853,125$              
Parking Revenue 2,400,686$           <--Our parking consultants study indicates this annual revenue from the parking garage. 
Retail Percentage Rent 835,000$              <--Our leasing consultants estimated the percentage rent from empirical sales data of likely t
Residential Revenue
Apartments-300 units @ $1,200/month 4,320,000$           
Condo-400 units @ $275,000 110,000,000$       




TO:  Mike Caine- CEO 
 
FROM:   Christian Gardner 
 
RE:  Case Solution Analysis 
 
DATE:  August 5, 2004 
 
 
Attached please find copies of the financial analysis performed by me.   After careful 
analysis I conclude we should offer to purchase the land for $25,000,000.  This equates to 
roughly $14.50 psf, which I believe to be a competitive price for unimproved dilapidated 
industrial ground.  To derive this number I assumed the following: 
1. We meet the leasing hurdles and qualify for the LTV ratio of 70%.  I also 
concluded we will have 2-years of construction (2000-2001), followed by two 
years of project stabilization (2002-2003).  During this period I assume we are 
paying the interest on our construction-financing loan.  In the year 2004, I assume 
the project is stabilized and we close on a non-recourse permanent loan. 
2. Due to the fact we will have to proceed with only 50% completed construction 
drawings, I assumed an additional 2.5% on total costs as additional contingency.  
There are many things that can go wrong especially on a project of this 
magnitude.  Therefore, I believe the extra $4.8 million should be adequate to 
cover unanticipated cost overruns.  I also assumed developer fees of $3 million 
spread out over 3 years. 
3. I assumed the hotel market will experience a turn around and we can sell the hotel 
pad in the year 2006. 
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4. Empirical evidence has indicated cap rates are beginning to drop.  The Gateway, 
being a new “hot” type of product should have great appeal to investors seeking 
long-term returns.  However, due to the newness of this product type, I believe a 
modest 8.5% cap rate is appropriate. 
5. I obtained the OCC of this project by using a formula found in my old MIT 
finance textbook.  Current developer expected returns for mixed-use projects are 
around 10%-12%.  I derived a 16.64% OCC which I believe accounts for the 
additional risk a project of this size commands. 
6. Based on the aforementioned assumptions and the additional assumptions found 
in the attachments, I anticipate a NPV (levered) of $16.3 million with an IRR on 
equity of 27%. 
Sensitivity Analysis 
After conducting the baseline scenario, I tried to anticipate and quantify the likely 
risks we may encounter.  By conducting a sensitivity analysis, I obtain a negative NPV of 
$23 million, with an IRR on equity of 7%.  The pessimistic scenario helps to illustrate the 
problematic nature of construction interest.  On one hand, leverage is a great thing and 
increases the return on projects while requiring less in equity.  On the other hand, if we 
do not meet the leasing requirements and project stabilization does not occur for several 
more years, the construction interest absolutely kills our return.   Furthermore, without 
project stabilization we will not be able to command full value for the project.  Therefore, 
I delayed valuing the project until one year (2007) after permanent financing.  I believe 
this is consistent with market reality.  Other assumptions include: 
1. Contingency costs of 3.5% of construction budget. 
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2. An economic slowdown that requires us to drop our retail rates by 5%, our 
office rates by $2-$4 psf, and our office T.I. allowance increases $5 psf.  I 
believe these assumptions to be reflective of the realities the industry 
encounters during economic downturns.  I also assume the economic 
downturn delays our ability to achieve full lease up by 2-3 years, therefore 
increasing the amount of equity required. 
3. During this economic downturn, I assume the hotel market remains over 
saturated.  Thus, we are unable to sell the hotel pad.  I also assumed we would 
delay construction for one year on office tower B as well as on 250 apartment 
units.  While saving us money in construction costs and construction interest, 
we do lose out on approximately $950,000 of RDA tax increment.  
Market Analysis 
After review the market studies, I maintain the position that The Gateway can 
compete with the suburbs.  With the “critical mass and “critical mix” of uses, coupled 
with the location, Gateway can be successful.  As noted in the “The Gateway: Site 
Rational” study, SLC is a tourist base camp to over 9 million tourists per year.  With The 
Gateway being located just 3 blocks away from the main tourists attractions in SLC, it is 
not hard to anticipate a majority of these tourists will shop and dine at The Gateway.  
Furthermore, this study concludes retail sales are strong for a city of this size and the 
population density can support a larger project.  Moreover, form the case summary, the 
office market appears to be very strong and our office buildings should be able to capture 
a great deal of the absorption predicted over the next several years.   
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Opposition 
 I understand Katharine Biele’s thoughts regarding The Gateway competing 
against the “downtown”.  However, I believe she has a myopic view of the downtown 
and the impact an exciting new pedestrian friendly development can have on the area.  As 
noted in the “Gateway Retail Development and Downtown Revitalization” study, SLC’s 
share of retail sales in SL County has fallen from 43% in 1980 to 28% in 1997.  
Furthermore, Katherine points to the need to revitalize Main Street, however, this study 
found that 44 establishments have closed since 1980 in the area she wants to protect.  
Moreover, according to this study, there is an 85% duplication rate between retail found 
in the downtown and retail found in the suburbs.  Why would shopper’s comeback to the 
downtown when they can shop at the same stores in the suburbs?   
Katherine can argue The Gateway will compete with the downtown, and to a 
degree she is right, however, there has to be something for people to want to comeback to 
the downtown.  The Gateway can act as that draw.  With its unique tenants and newness, 
it can act as a draw for people to comeback and experience the downtown.  In the 
University of Utah study they quote the ULI as saying, “retailers have turned away from 
the predictable mall stalls.  Now in demand are street-oriented, high ceilinged, multilevel 
presentations.”  Furthermore, this study concludes, a principal advantage of The Gateway 
is it will “divert dollars” from the suburbs and will act as a catalyst for downtown 
revitalization.  I agree with this assessment.  The downtown needs some sort of draw.  
Yes, The Gateway may compete with the downtown to some degree, but it will have a 
much greater impact on the suburban malls.  By drawing people away from the suburbs, 
there is bound to be spillover into the surrounding downtown area.     
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Conclusions 
Now I know why you are not sleeping.  This is a difficult decision to make.  Under the 
baseline scenario the return is excellent and justifies the risk.  However, the pessimistic 
scenario paints an ugly picture.  Although the pessimistic scenario’s assumptions are 
moderate, I still believe we should proceed forward with this project under the following 
conditions: 
1. We have the contractors agree to GMP’s. 
2. We increase the coordination between The Boyer Company, the architects, and 
the contractors to ensure they are keeping costs under control. 
3. We redouble are leasing efforts to ensure we do not start construction without 
having some signed leases. 
4. We bring on a third leasing team to help with leasing and to corroborate the 
leasing assumptions. 
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160,000                     
730,000                     
38,400                       
195,000                     
-                             
-                             
-                             
-                             
-                             
-                             
1,123,400                  
22,500$                     
22,500$                     
22,750$                     
92,000$                     
128,800$                   
24,675$                     
63,000$                     
100,000$                   
153,000$                   
200,000$                   
900,000$                   
1,729,225$                
617,500$                   
767,000$                   
265,000$                   
178,000$                   
884,000$                   
180,000$                   
-$                           
2,891,500$                
669,750$                   
275,100$                   
92,000$                     
160,000$                   
453,750$                   
86,520$                     
180,000$                   
115,520$                   
123,270$                   
74,400$                     
134,400$                   
472,800$                   
2,837,510$                
133,965$                   
140,800$                   
276,050$                   
132,560$                   
174,120$                   
108,180$                   
32,100$                     
174,720$                   
321,120$                   
72,000$                     
68,000$                     
98,000$                     
7,014$                       
4,046$                       
1,975,740$                
1,300,000$                
5,018,415$                
680,000$                   
600,000$                   
1,365,000$                
2,500,000$                
5,145,000$                
28,710,354                
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Central Plant 4,750,000    4,750,000      
Retail Shell 9,000,000      11,500,000  6,000,000                9,500,000                             36,000,000    
Cinema 9,500,000      9,500,000      
Office C (SALE) -                 
Office B 8,500,000    8,500,000      
Office A 10,000,000  10,000,000    
Condo Townhomes-sale -                           -                 
Apartment Units 4,500,000                4,320,000                             8,820,000      
Cultural Shell -                 
Parking Structures 14,007,000    13,650,000  27,657,000    
Parking Residential 2,230,000                6,890,000                             9,120,000      
Pedestrian Bridges 625,000       625,000         
General Conditions 3,200,000      1,700,000    986,000                   5,886,000      
Cranes & Hoisting Inc. G.C.'s 1,200,000    1,200,000      
Depot Restoration 10,760,000     10,760,000    
Demolition 980,000                                   980,000         
Site Utilities 3,800,000                                3,800,000      
Hardscape 3,300,000                                3,300,000      
Softscape 533,000                                   533,000         
Site Conveying Systems 1,620,000                                1,620,000      
Block E Parking 310,000                                   310,000         
Site Lighting 1,675,000                                1,675,000      
Amenities 723,000                                   723,000         
Water Features 2,500,000                                2,500,000      
Electrical Relocation 1,500,000                                1,500,000      
Electrical Schedule 9 1,200,000                                1,200,000      
Signage 1,760,000                                1,760,000      
Clock Tower 850,000                                   850,000         
Contingency 662,266                                   1,657,181    437,745                   660,957                                343,404          3,761,553      
Contractor Fee 662,266                                   1,657,181    437,745                   660,957                                343,404          3,761,553      
Totals 22,075,532                              35,707,000    55,239,362  14,591,489              22,031,915                           11,446,809     161,092,106  
Construction Budget Estimate Summary
Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year
Dec. 1999 Dec. 2000 Dec. 2001 Dec. 2002 Dec. 2003 Dec. 2004 Dec. 2005 Dec. 2006 Dec. 2007 Dec. 2008 Dec. 2009
Hard & Soft Costs
Land (25,000,000)     
Site Work (11,037,766)     (11,037,766)    
Block A (17,853,500)     (17,853,500)    
Block B (27,619,681)     (27,619,681)    
Block C-1 (7,295,745)       (7,295,745)      
Block C-2 (11,015,957)     (11,015,957)    
Depot Restoration (5,723,404)       (5,723,404)      
Architects (500,000)       (3,500,000)       (3,500,000)      
Civil Engineer (300,000)       (1,000,000)       (1,000,000)      
Consultants (250,000)       (250,000)          (350,000)         
Environmental (250,000)       
Miscellaneous Fees (250,000)       (100,000)          (150,000)         
Legal Fees (150,000)       (150,000)          (100,000)         
Title (50,000)         (50,000)            
Marketing (250,000)          (750,000)         
Project Management (1,500,000)       (1,500,000)      
Developer Fee (1,000,000)    (1,000,000)     (1,000,000)    
Insurance (50,000)         (50,000)          (50,000)         
Testing (150,000)          (150,000)         
Plan Check (100,000)       (100,000)        (100,000)       
Less SID Improvemnts 17,500,000    
Extra Contingency (1,600,000)    (1,600,000)     (1,600,000)    
Total Costs (29,500,000)     (72,746,053)     (90,796,053)    -                  -                  -                  -                   -                  -                   -                       -                       
Revenues
Base Retail Revenue-2% annual growth 8,442,861       12,664,292      15,197,150      16,885,722      17,223,436     17,567,905      17,919,263          18,277,649          
Office Revenue-2% annual growth 1,926,250       2,889,375        3,467,250        3,852,500        3,852,500       3,929,550        4,008,141            4,088,304            
Kiosks-2% annual growth 500,000          510,000           520,200           530,604           541,216          552,040           563,081               574,343               
Mechanical & Electrical 1,500,000       1,500,000        1,500,000        1,500,000        1,500,000       1,500,000        1,500,000            1,500,000            
SID Revenue 853,125          853,125           853,125           853,125           853,125          853,125           853,125               853,125               
Parking Revenue-2% annual growth 2,400,686       2,448,700        2,497,674        2,547,627        2,598,580       2,650,551        2,703,562            2,757,634            
Retail Percentage Rent-2% annual growth 835,000          851,700           868,734           886,109           903,831          921,907           940,346               959,153               
Office building block C sale 1,800,000        
Cultural Sale 1,207,000        
Apartments 2,160,000        3,240,000       4,104,000        4,320,000        4,320,000        4,320,000       4,320,000        4,320,000            4,320,000            
Condo Sale 1,500,000        -                  -                  -                  -                   -                  -                   -                       -                       
Hotel Sale 3,000,000       
RDA Tax Increment 16,728,566      
Total Revenues -                   -                   6,667,000        19,697,922     42,549,757      29,224,133      31,375,687      34,792,688     32,295,079      32,807,518          33,330,206          
Less Vacancy-5% except Parking (1,441,403)       (1,243,705)      (1,266,226)       (1,289,198)           (1,312,629)           
Effective Gross Income (29,500,000)     (72,746,053)     (84,129,053)    19,697,922   42,549,757    29,224,133    29,934,284    33,548,983   31,028,853      31,518,321          32,017,578        
Less Property Taxes -                   (259,947)          (1,109,631)      (1,868,603)      (2,360,363)      (2,689,089)      (2,769,762)       (2,852,855)      (2,938,441)       (3,026,594)           (3,117,392)           
Net Operating Income (29,500,000)     (73,006,000)     (85,238,685)    17,829,319   40,189,394    26,535,043    27,164,522    30,696,128   28,090,412      28,491,727          28,900,186        
T.I. Allowance-Retail (14,355,177)     (7,177,589)      (4,306,553)      (2,871,035)      -                  (3,588,794)       (1,794,397)           (1,076,638)           
T.I. Allowance-Office (3,309,000)       (1,654,500)      (992,700)         (661,800)         -                  -                   -                  (827,250)          (413,625)              (248,175)              
Leasing Commissions -Retail -                   (1,225,175)       (612,588)         (367,553)         (245,035)         -                  -                   -                  (459,441)          (91,888)                (61,259)                
Leasing Commissions -Office (332,500)          (83,125)           (12,469)           (1,247)             -                  -                   -                  (103,906)          (3,117)                  (312)                     
Less Cpt. Reserve Funding (400,000)         (400,000)         (400,000)          (400,000)         (400,000)          (400,000)              (400,000)              
Construction Int Financing
Operating PBTCF (29,500,000)     (92,227,852)     (94,766,486)    12,150,044   36,010,276    26,135,043    26,764,522    30,296,128   22,711,021      25,788,699          27,113,802        
Debt Finaning
Beginning Balance -                   (29,500,000)     (123,792,852)  (227,224,838)  (227,224,838)  (227,224,838)  (224,819,344)   (222,245,465)  (219,491,415)   (216,544,582)       (213,391,470)       
Intrest -                   (2,065,000)       (8,665,500)      (15,905,739)    (15,905,739)    (15,905,739)    (15,737,354)     (15,557,183)    (15,364,399)     (15,158,121)         (14,937,403)         
Principal -                   -                   -                  -                  -                  2,405,494        2,573,878        2,754,050       2,946,833        3,153,112            3,373,830            
Additional Draws (29,500,000)     (92,227,852)     (94,766,486)    -                  -                  -                  -                   -                  -                   -                       -                       
Ending Balance (29,500,000)     (123,792,852)   (227,224,838)  (227,224,838)  (227,224,838)  (224,819,344)  (222,245,465)   (219,491,415)  (216,544,582)   (213,391,470)       (210,017,641)       
SID Financing (1,099,769)      (1,099,769)      (1,099,769)      (1,099,769)      (1,099,769)       (1,099,769)      (1,099,769)       (1,099,769)           (1,099,769)           
Reversion 319,582,610    
(222,245,465)   <--loan payoff
Property Before-Tax Cash Flow (29,500,000)     (94,292,852)     (104,531,754)  (4,855,463)    19,004,769    6,724,042      123,001,898  
Costs funded by debt (21,449,973)     (68,274,340)     (79,095,391)    
Equity (8,050,027)       (23,953,512)     (15,671,095)    (4,855,463)      19,004,769      6,724,042        123,001,898    
Present Value-Levered $16,340,453 16.64% <--OCC
IRR of Equity 27%
The Gateway Pro Forma- Baseline
Gateway
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Block A Tenants- Rio Grande/City Level
1001 9,071           25 226,775$                 60.00                      
1002 8,050           28 225,400$                 60.00                      
1003 7,370           28 206,360$                 75.00                      
1004 3,014           25 75,350$                   60.00                      
1005 2,389           35 83,615$                   25.00                      
1006 1,027           55 56,485$                   25.00                      
1007 4,432           30 132,960$                 100.00                    
1008 11,500         25 287,500$                 100.00                    
1009 32,700         22 719,400$                 25.00                      
1010 4,500           28 126,000$                 40.00                      
1011 1,500           20 30,000$                   45.00                      
1012 3,200           20 64,000$                   45.00                      
1013 15,000         26 390,000$                 100.00                    
1014 1,400           30 42,000$                   40.00                      
1015 1,400           28 39,200$                   40.00                      
1016 35,000         20 700,000$                 45.00                      
1017 1,300           40 52,000$                   40.00                      
Total 142,853       3,457,045$             
Block B Tenants- Rio Grande Level
1050 1,300           44                      57,200$                   50                           
1051 3,400           28                      95,200$                   65                           
1052 1,904           30                      57,120$                   100                         
1053 1,899           40                      75,960$                   66                           
1054 4,200           40                      168,000$                 100                         
1055 1,759           33                      58,047$                   60                           
1056 1,690           42                      70,980$                   42                           
1057 2,000           42                      84,000$                   42                           
1058 1,800           45                      81,000$                   42                           
1059 7,200           38                      273,600$                 100                         
Total 27,152         1,021,107$             
Block B Tenants- City Level
2001 4,000           30                      120,000                   40                           
2002 7,300           16                      116,800                   100                         
2003 1,600           26                      41,600                     24                           
2004 6,500           26                      169,000                   30                           
2005 1,000           60                      60,000                     
2006 285              65                      18,525                     
2007 554              65                      36,010                     
2008 90                65                      5,850                       
2009 90                65                      5,850                       
2010 90                65                      5,850                       
Total 21,509         579,485$                
Block C-1 Tenants-Rio Grande Level
1070 900 38 34,200$                   25
1071 900 40 36,000$                   25
1072 910 40 36,400$                   25
1073 920 41 37,720$                   100
1074 920 42 38,640$                   140
1075 987 42 41,454$                   25
1076 900 43 38,700$                   70
Gateway Retail Summary
1077 2500 25 62,500$                   40
1078 3400 28 95,200$                   45
1079 4000 24 96,000$                   50
1080 12000 21 252,000$                 75
Total 28,337         768,814$                
Block C-1 Tenants- City Level
2020 9500 25 237,500$                 65                           
2021 11800 25 295,000$                 65                           
2022 5300 26 137,800$                 50                           
2023 3560 26 92,560$                   50                           
2024 10400 18 187,200$                 85                           
2025 6000 35 210,000$                 30                           
2026 350 50 17,500$                   -                          
Total 46,910         1,177,560$             
Block C-2 Tenants- Rio Grande Level
1090 8930 25 223,250$                 75
1091 5502 30 165,060$                 50
1092 2300 30 69,000$                   40
1093 4000 25 100,000$                 40
1094 6050 25 151,250$                 75
1095 1442 35 50,470$                   60
1096 3000 35 105,000$                 60
1097 2888 30 86,640$                   40
1098 3522 37 130,314$                 35
1099 2400 28 67,200$                   31
1100 4800 42 201,600$                 28
1101 9850 24 236,400$                 48
Total 54,684         1,586,184$             
Block C-2 Tenants- City Level
2040 2,977           30 89,310$                   45
2041 3,520           31 109,120$                 40
2042 5,521           24 132,504$                 50
2043 3,314           28 92,792$                   40
2044 4,353           28 121,884$                 40
2045 5,409           24 129,816$                 20
2046 1,070           50 53,500$                   30
2047 8,736           20 174,720$                 20
2048 8,028           22 176,616$                 40
2049 1,800           32 57,600$                   40
2050 1,700           37 62,900$                   40
2051 2,450           14 34,300$                   40
2052 501              51 25,551$                   14
2053 289              51 14,739$                   14
2054 98,787         25 2,469,675$              20
2055 130,000       25 3,250,000$              10
Total 278,455       6,995,027$             
Union Pacific Depot Tenants
2060 8000 28 224,000$                 85
2061 8000 28 224,000$                 75
2062 9100 25 227,500$                 150
2064 25000 25 625,000$                 100
Total 50,100         1,300,500$             
Grand Totals 650,000       16,885,722            
Tenant Allowance 
Total
544,260$                   
483,000$                   
552,750$                   
180,840$                   
59,725$                     
25,675$                     
443,200$                   
1,150,000$                
817,500$                   
180,000$                   
67,500$                     
144,000$                   
1,500,000$                
56,000$                     
56,000$                     
1,575,000$                
52,000$                     
7,887,450$                
65,000$                     
221,000$                   
190,400$                   
125,334$                   
420,000$                   
105,540$                   
70,980$                     
84,000$                     
75,600$                     
720,000$                   
2,077,854$                
160,000                     
730,000                     
38,400                       
195,000                     
-                             
-                             
-                             
-                             
-                             
-                             
1,123,400                  
22,500$                     
22,500$                     
22,750$                     
92,000$                     
128,800$                   
24,675$                     
63,000$                     
100,000$                   
153,000$                   
200,000$                   
900,000$                   
1,729,225$                
617,500$                   
767,000$                   
265,000$                   
178,000$                   
884,000$                   
180,000$                   
-$                           
2,891,500$                
669,750$                   
275,100$                   
92,000$                     
160,000$                   
453,750$                   
86,520$                     
180,000$                   
115,520$                   
123,270$                   
74,400$                     
134,400$                   
472,800$                   
2,837,510$                
133,965$                   
140,800$                   
276,050$                   
132,560$                   
174,120$                   
108,180$                   
32,100$                     
174,720$                   
321,120$                   
72,000$                     
68,000$                     
98,000$                     
7,014$                       
4,046$                       
1,975,740$                
1,300,000$                
5,018,415$                
680,000$                   
600,000$                   
1,365,000$                
2,500,000$                
5,145,000$                
28,710,354                
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Central Plant 4,750,000    4,750,000      
Retail Shell 9,000,000      11,500,000  6,000,000                9,500,000                             36,000,000    
Cinema 9,500,000      9,500,000      
Office C (SALE) -                 
Office B 8,500,000    8,500,000      
Office A 10,000,000  10,000,000    
Condo Townhomes-sale -                           -                 
Apartment Units 4,500,000                4,320,000                             8,820,000      
Cultural Shell -                 
Parking Structures 14,007,000    13,650,000  27,657,000    
Parking Residential 2,230,000                6,890,000                             9,120,000      
Pedestrian Bridges 625,000       625,000         
General Conditions 3,200,000      1,700,000    986,000                   5,886,000      
Cranes & Hoisting Inc. G.C.'s 1,200,000    1,200,000      
Depot Restoration 10,760,000     10,760,000    
Demolition 980,000                                   980,000         
Site Utilities 3,800,000                                3,800,000      
Hardscape 3,300,000                                3,300,000      
Softscape 533,000                                   533,000         
Site Conveying Systems 1,620,000                                1,620,000      
Block E Parking 310,000                                   310,000         
Site Lighting 1,675,000                                1,675,000      
Amenities 723,000                                   723,000         
Water Features 2,500,000                                2,500,000      
Electrical Relocation 1,500,000                                1,500,000      
Electrical Schedule 9 1,200,000                                1,200,000      
Signage 1,760,000                                1,760,000      
Clock Tower 850,000                                   850,000         
Contingency 662,266                                   1,657,181    437,745                   660,957                                343,404          3,761,553      
Contractor Fee 662,266                                   1,657,181    437,745                   660,957                                343,404          3,761,553      
Totals 22,075,532                              35,707,000    55,239,362  14,591,489              22,031,915                           11,446,809     161,092,106  
Construction Budget Estimate Summary
Exhibit 3
Soft Costs
Office- T.I. Allowance Schedule Sq. Ft. Rentable Sq. Ft. T.I. Allowance Total
Block A Tower 165,000             140,250             25.00$            3,506,250$        
Block B Tower 85,000               72,250               25.00$            1,806,250$        
Office  Depot 16,000 16,000               23.00$            368,000$           
Total 266,000             228,500             5,680,500$        
Other Soft Costs
Leasing Commissions
Retail 3.50$                 psf
Office 2.50$                 psf
Architects 7,500,000$        
Civil Engineer 2,300,000$        
Consultants 850,000$           
Environmental 250,000$           
Miscellaneous Fees 500,000$           
Legal Fees 400,000$           
Title 100,000$           
Marketing 1,000,000$        
Project Management 3,000,000$        
Developer Fee ?
Insurance 150,000$           
Testing 300,000$           
Plan Check 300,000$           
Other Costs
Capital Reserve Funding (annual) 400,000$           
Soft & Other Costs
Exhibit 4
Sales
Office Building Pad Sale-Block C 1,800,000$           <--Price includes the projected sale of the building pad and proportionate share of site costs.
Cultural Pad Sale 1,207,000$           <--Salt Lake County has indicated they are willing to purchase a pad site for cultural uses.
Condo 1,500,000$           
Office Revenue Sq. Ft. Rentable Sq. Ft. $ psf Total
Block A Tower 165,000             140,250               17.00$           2,384,250.00$     
Block B Tower 85,000               72,250                 17.00$           1,228,250.00$     
Office  Depot 16,000 16,000                 15.00$           240,000.00$        
Total 266,000 228,500 3,852,500$       
Retail Revenue (annual)
Base Retail Revenue See Retail Tenant Summary
Kiosks 500,000$              <--Projected revenue for the use of Kiosks that will be added to the center after opening.
Mechanical & Electrical 1,500,000$           <--Projected revenue from tenants use of the Central Plant
SID Revenue 853,125$              
Parking Revenue 2,400,686$           <--Our parking consultants study indicates this annual revenue from the parking garage. 
Retail Percentage Rent 835,000$              <--Our leasing consultants estimated the percentage rent from empirical sales data of likely t
Residential Revenue
Apartments-300 units @ $1,200/month 4,320,000$           
Condo-400 units @ $275,000 110,000,000$       
Sales & Other Revenue
Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year
Dec. 1999 Dec. 2000 Dec. 2001 Dec. 2002 Dec. 2003 Dec. 2004 Dec. 2005 Dec. 2006 Dec. 2007 Dec. 2008 Dec. 2009
Hard & Soft Costs
Land (25,000,000)    
Site Work (11,037,766)    (11,037,766)    
Block A (17,853,500)    (17,853,500)    
Block B (27,619,681)    (27,619,681)    
Block C-1 (7,295,745)      (7,295,745)      
Block C-2 (11,015,957)    (11,015,957)    
Depot Restoration (5,723,404)      (5,723,404)      
Architects (500,000)      (3,500,000)      (3,500,000)      
Civil Engineer (300,000)      (1,000,000)      (1,000,000)      
Consultants (250,000)      (250,000)         (350,000)         
Environmental (250,000)      
Miscellaneous Fees (250,000)      (100,000)         (150,000)         
Legal Fees (150,000)      (150,000)         (100,000)         
Title (50,000)        (50,000)           
Marketing (250,000)         (750,000)         
Project Management (1,500,000)      (1,500,000)      
Developer Fee (1,000,000)   (1,000,000)   (1,000,000)   
Insurance (50,000)        (50,000)        (50,000)        
Testing (150,000)         (150,000)         
Plan Check (100,000)      (100,000)      (100,000)      
Less SID Improvements 17,500,000  
Extra Contingency (1,011,917)   (2,580,427)   (3,235,090)   
Total Costs (28,911,917)    (73,726,480)    (92,431,143)    -                -                 -                 -                  -                -                  -                      -                      
Revenues
Base Retail Revenue-2% annual growth 1,495,857      9,368,788       12,517,960     14,092,546      14,374,397    14,661,885      14,955,123         15,254,226         
Office Revenue-2% annual growth 339,550         1,188,425       2,546,625       3,055,950        3,395,500      3,463,410        3,532,678           3,603,332           
Kiosks-2% annual growth 500,000         510,000          520,200          530,604           541,216         552,040           563,081              574,343              
Mechanical & Electrical 1,500,000      1,500,000       1,500,000       1,500,000        1,500,000      1,500,000        1,500,000           1,500,000           
SID Revenue 853,125         853,125          853,125          853,125           853,125         853,125           853,125              853,125              
Parking Revenue-2% annual growth 2,400,686      2,448,700       2,497,674       2,547,627        2,598,580      2,650,551        2,703,562           2,757,634           
Retail Percentage Rent -2% annual growth 835,000         851,700          868,734          886,109           903,831         921,907           940,346              959,153              
Office building block C sale 1,800,000       
Cultural Sale 1,207,000       
Apartments 1,080,000       2,160,000      3,024,000       3,888,000       4,320,000        4,320,000      4,320,000        4,320,000           4,320,000           
Condo Sale 1,500,000       -                -                 -                 -                  -                -                  -                      -                      
Hotel (ground Lease) -                
RDA Tax Increment 15,207,402     
Total Revenues -                  -                  5,587,000       10,084,218    34,952,140     25,192,318     27,785,961      28,486,649    28,922,920      29,367,915         29,821,811         
Less Vacancy-5% except Parking (1,261,917)       (1,078,403)     (1,097,618)       (1,117,218)          (1,137,209)          
Effective Gross Income (28,911,917)    (73,726,480)    (86,844,143)    10,084,218    34,952,140     25,192,318     26,524,045      27,408,246    27,825,301      28,250,698         28,684,602         
Less Property Taxes -                  (259,947)         (1,109,631)      (1,868,603)     (2,360,363)      (2,689,089)      (2,769,762)       (2,852,855)     (2,938,441)       (3,026,594)          (3,117,392)          
Net Operating Income (28,911,917)    (73,986,427)    (87,953,775)    8,215,614      32,591,777     22,503,229     23,754,283      24,555,391    24,886,861      25,224,104         25,567,211         
T.I. Allowance-Retail (2,629,965)      (13,149,827)    (5,259,931)     (2,629,965)      (2,629,965)      -                  -                (657,491)          (3,287,457)          (1,314,983)          
T.I. Allowance-Office (798,000)         (1,995,000)      (3,192,000)     (1,197,000)      (798,000)         -                  -                (199,500)          (498,750)             (798,000)             
Leasing Commissions -Retail -                  (245,035)         (1,225,175)      (490,070)        (245,035)         (245,035)         -                  -                (367,553)          (122,518)             (61,259)               
Leasing Commissions -Office (66,500)           (16,625)           (6,650)            (998)               (100)               -                  -                (20,781)           (1,663)                 (249)                    
Less Cpt. Reserve Funding (400,000)         (400,000)         (400,000)          (400,000)        (400,000)          (400,000)             (400,000)             
Construction Int Financing
Operating PBTCF (28,911,917)    (77,725,927)    (104,340,402)  (733,036)        28,118,779     18,430,128     23,354,283      24,155,391    23,241,536      20,913,717         22,992,720         
Debt Finaning
Beginning Balance -                  (28,911,917)    (108,589,399)  (220,259,585) (220,259,585)  (220,259,585)  (220,259,585)   (220,259,585) (217,927,828)   (215,432,848)      (212,763,220)      
Interest -                  (1,951,554)      (7,329,784)      (14,867,522)   (14,867,522)    (14,867,522)    (14,867,522)     (15,418,171)   (15,254,948)     (15,080,299)        (14,893,425)        
Principal -                  -                  -                 -                -                 -                 -                  2,331,757      2,494,980        2,669,628           2,856,502           
Additional Draws (28,911,917)    (77,725,927)    (104,340,402)  -                -                 -                 -                  -                -                  -                      -                      
Ending Balance (28,911,917)    (108,589,399)   (220,259,585)  (220,259,585) (220,259,585)  (220,259,585)  (220,259,585)   (217,927,828) (215,432,848)   (212,763,220)      (209,906,718)      
SID Financing (1,099,769)      (1,099,769)     (1,099,769)      (1,099,769)      (1,099,769)       (1,099,769)     (1,099,769)       (1,099,769)          (1,099,769)          
Reversion 292,786,595    
(215,432,848)   <--loan payoff
Property Before-Tax Cash Flow (28,911,917)    (79,677,482)    (112,769,955)  (16,700,327)   12,151,488     2,462,838       7,386,992        5,305,694      99,495,514      
Costs funded by debt (17,994,673)    (49,467,478)    (72,425,038)    
Equity Contribution (10,917,244)    (28,258,449)    (31,915,364)    (16,700,327)   12,151,488     2,462,838       7,386,992        5,305,694      99,495,514      
Present Value-Levered ($23,698,138) 16.64% <--OCC
IRR of Equity 7%
The Gateway Pro Forma-Pessimistic
Gateway
Construction & Permanent Financing Schedule-Pessimistic
Construction Finance
60%
Libor 4% 4% Permanent Finance 
Basis 2.50% 2.50% 7% <--long term rate
Total Rate 7% 7% 0% 0% 17,749,928$           <--Principal + Interest (30 year amortization)
Construction Loan Hard & Soft Costs
Month New Draw Current Interest New Loan Balance SID Financing 4.70%
1 (1,445,596)       (8,131)               (1,453,727)              
2 (1,445,596)       (16,309)             (2,915,632)              (1,099,769)$            
3 (1,445,596)       (24,532)             (4,385,760)              
4 (1,445,596)       (32,801)             (5,864,157)              
5 (1,445,596)       (41,117)             (7,350,870)              
6 (1,445,596)       (49,480)             (8,845,946)              
7 (1,445,596)       (57,890)             (10,349,432)           
8 (1,445,596)       (66,347)             (11,861,375)           
9 (1,445,596)       (74,852)             (13,381,822)           
10 (1,445,596)       (83,404)             (14,910,822)           
11 (1,445,596)       (92,005)             (16,448,423)           
12 (1,445,596)       (100,654)           (17,994,673)           (647,523)       
13 (3,686,324)       (121,956)           (21,802,952)           
14 (3,686,324)       (143,377)           (25,632,654)           
15 (3,686,324)       (164,919)           (29,483,897)           
16 (3,686,324)       (186,582)           (33,356,803)           
17 (3,686,324)       (208,368)           (37,251,495)           
18 (3,686,324)       (230,275)           (41,168,094)           
19 (3,686,324)       (252,306)           (45,106,724)           
20 (3,686,324)       (274,461)           (49,067,509)           
21 (3,686,324)       (296,740)           (53,050,573)           
22 (3,686,324)       (319,145)           (57,056,042)           
23 (3,686,324)       (341,676)           (61,084,042)           
24 (3,686,324)       (364,333)           (65,134,700)           (2,904,139)    
25 (4,621,557)       (392,379)           (70,148,636)           
26 (4,621,557)       (420,582)           (75,190,775)           
27 (4,621,557)       (448,944)           (80,261,277)           
28 (4,621,557)       (477,466)           (85,360,300)           
29 (4,621,557)       (506,148)           (90,488,005)           
30 (4,621,557)       (534,991)           (95,644,553)           
31 (4,621,557)       (563,997)           (100,830,107)         
32 (4,621,557)       (593,166)           (106,044,830)         
33 (4,621,557)       (622,498)           (111,288,886)         
34 (4,621,557)       (651,996)           (116,562,439)         
35 (4,621,557)       (681,660)           (121,865,656)         
36 (4,621,557)       (711,491)           (127,198,704)         (6,605,319)    
(10,156,980)  
Total 1999 2000 2001 2002
(647,523) (2,974,871)  (7,134,375)  
Construction Loan T.I. Allowance & Commissions













13 (186,975)          (1,052)               (188,027)                 
14 (186,975)          (2,109)               (377,111)                 
15 (186,975)          (3,173)               (567,259)                 
16 (186,975)          (4,243)               (758,477)                 
17 (186,975)          (5,318)               (950,770)                 
18 (186,975)          (6,400)               (1,144,145)              
19 (186,975)          (7,488)               (1,338,607)              
20 (186,975)          (8,581)               (1,534,164)              
21 (186,975)          (9,681)               (1,730,820)              
22 (186,975)          (10,788)             (1,928,583)              
23 (186,975)          (11,900)             (2,127,458)              
24 (186,975)          (13,019)             (2,327,452)              (70,733)         
25 (819,331)          (17,701)             (3,164,484)              
26 (819,331)          (22,409)             (4,006,224)              
27 (819,331)          (27,144)             (4,852,699)              
28 (819,331)          (31,905)             (5,703,935)              
29 (819,331)          (36,693)             (6,559,960)              
30 (819,331)          (41,509)             (7,420,800)              
31 (819,331)          (46,351)             (8,286,482)              
32 (819,331)          (51,220)             (9,157,034)              
33 (819,331)          (56,117)             (10,032,482)           
34 (819,331)          (61,041)             (10,912,855)           
35 (819,331)          (65,994)             (11,798,180)           
36 (819,331)          (70,974)             (12,688,485)           (529,057)       
Pro Forma Assumptions-Pessimistic








Total Retail 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Block A Tenants- Rio Grande/City Level 10% 50% 20% 10% 10% 25% 25% 25%
1001 9,071           25 226,775$                 60.00                      544,260$                   Retail Sq. ft 700,100      70,010            350,050          140,020     70,010       70,010            105,015       35,005      17,503      
1002 8,050           28 225,400$                 60.00                      483,000$                   Commission @ 3.50$          (245,035)         (1,225,175)      (490,070)    (245,035)    (245,035)         (367,553)         (122,518)      (61,259)       
1003 7,370           28 206,360$                 75.00                      552,750$                   
1004 3,014           25 75,350$                   60.00                      180,840$                   T.I. Allowance 10% 50% 20% 10% 10% 25% 25% 25%
1005 2,389           35 83,615$                   25.00                      59,725$                     (2,629,965)          (13,149,827)        (5,259,931)    (2,629,965)    (2,629,965)          (657,491)         (3,287,457)   (1,314,983)  
1006 1,027           55 56,485$                   25.00                      25,675$                     
1010 4,500           28 126,000$                 40.00                      180,000$                   For years 2007-2009 I assumed 75% lease renewal probability. 
1011 1,500           20 30,000$                   45.00                      67,500$                     
1012 3,200           20 64,000$                   45.00                      144,000$                   Office 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
1013 15,000         26 390,000$                 100.00                    1,500,000$                10% 25% 40% 15% 10% 0% 0% 25% 25% 25%
1014 1,400           30 42,000$                   40.00                      56,000$                     Office Sq. ft. 266,000         26,600                6,650            2,660            399                     40                     8,313           665             100         
1015 1,400           28 39,200$                   40.00                      56,000$                     Commission @ 2.50$             (66,500)               (16,625)         (6,650)           (998)                    (100)                  (20,781)        (1,663)         (249)        
1016 35,000         20 700,000$                 45.00                      1,575,000$                
1017 1,300           40 52,000$                   40.00                      52,000$                     Space Sq. ft. T.I. Allowance
Total 94,221         2,317,185$              5,476,750$                Block A 165,000         30.00$                (495,000)             (1,237,500)    (1,980,000)    (742,500)             (495,000)           -                  -                  (123,750)      (309,375)     (495,000) 
Block B 85,000           30.00$                (255,000)             (637,500)       (1,020,000)    (382,500)             (255,000)           -                  -                  (63,750)        (159,375)     (255,000) 
Block B Tenants- Rio Grande Level Depot 16,000           30.00$                (48,000)               (120,000)       (192,000)       (72,000)               (48,000)             -                  -                  (12,000)        (30,000)       (48,000)   
1050 1,300           44                      57,200$                   50                           65,000$                     
1051 3,400           28                      95,200$                   65                           221,000$                   -                      For years 2007-2009 I assumed 75% lease renewal probability. 
1052 1,904           30                      57,120$                   100                         190,400$                   
1053 1,899           40                      75,960$                   66                           125,334$                   
1054 4,200           40                      168,000$                 100                         420,000$                   Revenue 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
1055 1,759           33                      58,047$                   60                           105,540$                   25% 25% 20% 20% 10%
1056 1,690           42                      70,980$                   42                           70,980$                     Apartments-units 300 75 75 60 60 30
1057 2,000           42                      84,000$                   42                           84,000$                     @ 1,200$           1,080,000           2,160,000           3,024,000     3,888,000     4,320,000           4,320,000         4,320,000       4,320,000       4,320,000    
1058 1,800           45                      81,000$                   42                           75,600$                     
1059 7,200           38                      273,600$                 100                         720,000$                   
Total 27,152         1,021,107$              2,077,854$                50% 25% 20% 5% 0%
Condo's-units 400 200 100 80 20 0
Block B Tenants- City Level 275,000$       55,000,000         27,500,000         22,000,000   5,500,000     -                      
2001 4,000           30                      120,000                   40                           160,000                     (Condo Commission) 6% (3,300,000)          (1,650,000)          (1,320,000)    (330,000)       -                      -                    -                  -                  
2002 7,300           16                      116,800                   100                         730,000                     
2003 1,600           26                      41,600                     24                           38,400                       Retail 10% 50% 20% 10% 10%
2004 6,500           26                      169,000                   30                           195,000                     growth % 1.02               1,495,857           9,368,788           12,517,960   14,092,546   14,374,397         14,661,885       14,955,123     15,254,226     
2005 1,000           60                      60,000                     -                             
2006 285              65                      18,525                     -                             Office 10% 25% 40% 15% 10%
2007 554              65                      36,010                     -                             growth % 1.02 339,550              1,188,425           2,546,625     3,055,950     3,395,500           3,463,410         3,532,678       3,603,332       
2008 90                65                      5,850                       -                             
2009 90                65                      5,850                       -                             5% vacancy factor once stabilization occurs
2010 90                65                      5,850                       -                             
Total 21,509         579,485$                 1,123,400                  
Block C-1 Tenants-Rio Grande Level
1070 900 38 34,200$                   25 22,500$                     
1071 900 40 36,000$                   25 22,500$                     
1072 910 40 36,400$                   25 22,750$                     
1073 920 41 37,720$                   100 92,000$                     
1074 920 42 38,640$                   140 128,800$                   
1075 987 42 41,454$                   25 24,675$                     
1076 900 43 38,700$                   70 63,000$                     
1077 2500 25 62,500$                   40 100,000$                   
1078 3400 28 95,200$                   45 153,000$                   
1079 4000 24 96,000$                   50 200,000$                   
1080 12000 21 252,000$                 75 900,000$                   
Total 28,337         768,814$                 1,729,225$                
Block C-1 Tenants- City Level
2020 9500 25 237,500$                 65                           617,500$                   
2021 11800 25 295,000$                 65                           767,000$                   
2022 5300 26 137,800$                 50                           265,000$                   
2023 3560 26 92,560$                   50                           178,000$                   
2024 10400 18 187,200$                 85                           884,000$                   
2025 6000 35 210,000$                 30                           180,000$                   
2026 350 50 17,500$                   -                          -$                           
Total 46,910         1,177,560$              2,891,500$                
Block C-2 Tenants- Rio Grande Level
1090 8930 25 223,250$                 75 669,750$                   
1091 5502 30 165,060$                 50 275,100$                   
1092 2300 30 69,000$                   40 92,000$                     
1093 4000 25 100,000$                 40 160,000$                   
1094 6050 25 151,250$                 75 453,750$                   
1095 1442 35 50,470$                   60 86,520$                     
1096 3000 35 105,000$                 60 180,000$                   
1097 2888 30 86,640$                   40 115,520$                   
1098 3522 37 130,314$                 35 123,270$                   
1099 2400 28 67,200$                   31 74,400$                     
1100 4800 42 201,600$                 28 134,400$                   
1101 9850 24 236,400$                 48 472,800$                   
Total 54,684         1,586,184$              2,837,510$                
Block C-2 Tenants- City Level
2040 2,977           30 89,310$                   45 133,965$                   
2041 3,520           31 109,120$                 40 140,800$                   
2042 5,521           24 132,504$                 50 276,050$                   
2043 3,314           28 92,792$                   40 132,560$                   
2044 4,353           28 121,884$                 40 174,120$                   
2045 5,409           24 129,816$                 20 108,180$                   
2046 1,070           50 53,500$                   30 32,100$                     
2047 8,736           20 174,720$                 20 174,720$                   
2048 8,028           22 176,616$                 40 321,120$                   
2049 1,800           32 57,600$                   40 72,000$                     
2050 1,700           37 62,900$                   40 68,000$                     
2051 2,450           14 34,300$                   40 98,000$                     
2052 501              51 25,551$                   14 7,014$                       
2053 289              51 14,739$                   14 4,046$                       
2054 98,787         25 2,469,675$              20 1,975,740$                
2055 130,000       25 3,250,000$              10 1,300,000$                
Total 278,455       6,995,027$              5,018,415$                
Union Pacific Depot Tenants
2060 8000 28 224,000$                 85 680,000$                   
2061 8000 28 224,000$                 75 600,000$                   
2062 9100 25 227,500$                 150 1,365,000$                
2064 25000 25 625,000$                 100 2,500,000$                
Total 50,100         1,300,500$              5,145,000$                
Grand Totals 601,368       15,745,862              26,299,654                
Gateway Retail Summary
